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Abstract
The lifetime prediction of UHMWPE fibers was extensively investigated in order to prevent
the fiber from the unexpected failure. Most research investigated the relationship between
the time-to-failure of UH fibers and constant loading conditions. As constant conditions are
rarely true for real life applications, the acceleration factor was defined which provided the
ratio between the time-to-failure for cyclic and static loading conditions.
In this research, this powerfull method was applied to predict the lifetime of UHMWPE yarns
when subjected to cyclic temperature variations. The investigation included the influence of
different mean temperatures and different amplitudes on the lifetime of the UH fiber. The
experimental results confirmed the hypothesis that the acceleration factor is stress independent. Also, the prediction that an increase in temperature amplitude at constant mean
temperature results in a higher acceleration factor and thus decreases the lifetime of the
polymer fiber was confirmed. The acceleration factor approach accurately described all the
performed cyclic temperature experiments with some minor difference caused by statistics
of the fibers failure. Moreover, the approach also predicted the time-to-failure for variable
loading conditions where both cyclic variation in temperature and applied load was incorporated.
As the lifetime prediction for low stress range was not satysfying, an extended analysis for
low stresses was performed. This analysis focused on a morphological origin behind the
deviation in the lifetime prediction. An attempt of capturing a possible irreversible martensitic
transformation in UHMWPE yarn, due to the exposure of UHMWPE fibers to high temperature, was performed. The analysis proved no permanent structural change responsible for
increased lifetime in low stress range.
A cautious suggestion was made that possibly three deformation mechanisms can be found
in polyethylene as the slope of unoriented polyethylene samples in the high strain rate range
was equivalent to the slope in the small strain rate range of measured UHMW fibers in a
double log plot. Other grades of PE (HDPE, melt spun UHMWPE) confirmed the slope
equivalency, suggesting the same deformation mechanism. An attempt of finding a third deformation process in unoriented polyethylene was performed; however, no prove was found.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Mechanics of oriented systems

Since 1950, polymers have gained interest in a wide range of the high-end applications [1–3],
due to their superior strength-weight ratio, corrosion resistance, damping properties and
easy manufacturing. The drawback of using polymers is certainly their complex visco-elastic
mechanics [4–7] resulting in the mechanical properties being highly strain rate, temperature
and time dependent.
The dependency of mechanical properties on the processing conditions for oriented systems
was extensively investigated and mainly the correlation between the tenacity and the draw
ratio was shown to be of high interest. Higher draw ratio led to higher orientation of the polymer chains and thus resulted in stronger polymers.
The process of making stronger polyethylene fibers continued until the eighties, wherein the
physical limitation of the drawability of polyethylene was found. The maximum drawing of
Ultra-High-Molecular-Weight (UHMW) fibers by melt-spinning was physically prevented by
strongly increased viscosity of the molten polymer and high entanglement level. Still, the
final results for the modulus and the tenacity for melt-spun fibers were very satisfying.
Also other materials like nylon, Kevlar and polyester were investigated in order to create
high-tenacity fibers; however, the tenacity for oriented PE fibers was, compared to the other
materials, the closest to its theoretical tenacity due to simple structure of the PE chains.
Therefore, the pursuit for obtaining the theoretical tenacity, by improving the production process, resulting in the higher chain orientation for even longer polyethylene chains, continued.
The interest in oriented polymers took another dimension, once the draw-ability of polymers
was exploited to the extreme due to gel-spinning process applied by DSM [8]. The incredibly
high orientation of the polymer chains led to ultra-strong polymeric fibres used in ballistics,
offshore, lift and hoisting applications. Unfortunately, a drawback consists in the chain mobility in these fibers which causes the strain evolution as a function of time, known as creep.
The kinetics of the creep phenomenon is similar to the production process of UH fibers,
wherein a continuos drawing of polymer chains leads to an irreversible strain development.
While the drawing during the gel-spinning is performed at high temperatures to ensure high
chain mobility necessary for obtaining high orientation of the chains, this drawing continues
after the production process on much lower scale, and thus on different timescale, although
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the significantly lower chain mobility is still present and cannot be neglected.
As the unforseen failure of material may lead to overwhelming financial and safety consequences, it is of significant importance to understand the long-term behavior and failure
mechanisms of polymers for any arbitrary loading conditions.
Research was conducted in order to predict the lifetime for the load-bearing applications [9];
however, only the the influence of static or cyclic loading on the lifetime was investigated,
while temperature was assumed constant or set constant during the performed experiments.
As it is commonly known that in real-life load-bearing applications of UH fibers, temperature
is rarely constant, this influence of temperature variation on the lifetime prediction is still
missing.

1.2

Objectives

The aim of this research is to contribute to the further understanding of the long-term failure of UHMWPE fibers during more realistic loading conditions, focussing on the temperature
dependency and the influence of temperature variation on the lifetime of the UHMWPE fibers.
As the performance of UHMWPE fiber was shown to be governed by only one plasticitycontrolled failure mechanism (creep), Miner’s Law, expressed in accumulated damage criterion, should hold for the lifetime prediction of UH fiber for any variable loading condition.
Performed dynamic experiments will vary in the magnitude, the frequency and wave-form of
the applied stress and temperature. Based on the results a conclusion will be drawn whether
the accumulated damage approach also holds for temperature variation.
Another challenge investigated in this research will be the deviation of the experimental results from the lifetime prediction for low stresses. Hereby, an attempt of capturing a morphological origin responsible for this deviation, is performed. This includes an investigation
on a possible change in the structure of UHMWPE fibers and the discussion on the hightemperature effects.
First, background information on the current state of art will be given. Followed by practical overview of the material and equipment used, including an explanation of performed
experiments. Furthermore, the validation of the data found in literature will be performed.
Moreover, the results for variable temperature and the discussion of the results will be given.
Next, the investigation for the deviation on low stresses will be performed. Followed by an
attempt to capturing the molecular process responsible for this deviation. Finally, conlusions
and recommendations for further research will be given.
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2

Theory

2.1

Lifetime prediction

Numerous effort was made in order to predict the lifetime of the materials. Coleman [10]
was the pioneer in predicting the lifetime for polymeric filaments by performing dead load
experiments on four different nylon 66 yarn samples. Based on his results, he found a linear
correlation between the logarithm of time to failure and applied load. Coleman noticed that
the strain at break was constant for different strain rate experiments and concluded that the
lifetime of a yarn can be predicted for any arbitrary loading history using the superposition
principle. His theory covered lifetime prediction for rectangular, saw-tooth and sinuosidal
signals, wherein the last one was experimentally confirmed. Coleman reminded that the prediction should take "the weakest-link" hypothesis and the general breakdown statistics into
account rather than volume averaged strength of the fibre [11].
The long-term behaviour of Nylon66 was also investigated by Kenney et al [12] as nylon
rope is widely used for the marine applications. Kenney extended the investigation of nylon
by performing experiments on the fiber, yarn and rope. The results confirmed Coleman’s
conclusion that the lifetime of Nylon66 fibres in dead load experiments depends on the accumulated plastic strain. Kenney defined a correlation between the lifetime of nylon and the
stress-history the material was subjected to as shown in equation 2.1
Z
0

tt f

dξ
=1
τ B (σ (ξ ))

(2.1)

wherein tt f is time-to-failure, σ (ξ ) is the stress-history τ B is the time to fail determined from
the constant stress measurements and d(ξ ) is time for which material was subjected to
σ (ξ )). To confirm their model, Kenney performed cyclic fatigue experiments with different
amplitudes and different frequencies. The results confirmed the damage in nylon to be frequency independent suggesting plasticity controled failure.
Kenney’s research provided a powerfull tool for the lifetime predictions for variable loading
conditions for the materials where the failure is plasticity-controlled. Prevorsek et al [13]
applied this cumulative damage theory for Dacron (polyester) fibre in terms of number of
cycles to failure known as Miner’s Law (equation 2.2)
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p
X
ni
=1
Ni
i=1

(2.2)

with n i being the number of cycles the material was subjected to at given stress conditions
and Ni being the average number of cycles to failure for given stress. The averaged of 25
experimental results resulted in 0.98 as the Miner’s number, which is an excellent outcome
for lifetime prediction.
Not all materials fail according to one failure mechanism. For instance, Kevlar-29 fibers were
shown to fail according to two different mechanisms which are stress amplitude dependent
[14]. At greater load amplitudes the failure occurred respectively earlier indicating fatigue
mechanism which possibly could be attributed to the defects initiating the crack propagation.

2.2

Creep phenomenon

As the time-to-failure is directly connected with the rate of plastic deformation, the creep
phenomenon must be understood. The creep phenomenon can be divided into three regions
known as primary (I ), secondary (I I ) and tertiary (I I I ) creep (Figure 8.16 (left)), wherein
primary creep assumes the reversible amorphous realignment due to applied load and the
secondary creep assumes the steady state plastic deformation rate at which the chain slip,
and thus irreversible strain development, occurs. Beyond the transition from regime I I to
regime I I I , the strain rate is highly accelerated, followed by a failure due to the creep rupture,
and thus indicating the lifetime of the material.

Figure 2.1: Typical strain evolution in time under constant load experiment (left) and corresponding strain rate as a function of elongation (right) for oriented PE.

Since, creep regimes I and I I I cover a relatively small portion of the total time at which the
creep phenomenon is occuring, the creep rate for given loading conditions is equivalent to
the steady state plastic deformation rate in regime I I . The creep rate value is determined
from the Sherby-Dorn plot, as shown in Figure 8.16 (right), and equal to the minimum strain
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rate.
The relation between strain rate (ε̇ pl ) and time-to-failure was defined as shown in equation
2.3 wherein εcr is the assumed constant critical strain at which the material breaks [11, 12].
tt f =

εcr
ε̇ pl

(2.3)

The long-term behaviour of ultra-high modulus linear polyethylene was investigated by Wilding and Ward [15, 16]. They stated the significant importance of stress-induced irreversible
plastic flow at longer time-scales and characterized creep as two stress-dependent thermallyactivated plastic flow processes acting in parallel as shown in Figure 2.2 (left). The reason
for two-processes was found in the molecular structure of the UH fibers which consist of
amorphous and crystalline parts as shown in Figure 2.2 (right). Therefore, the applied load
is either carried by entanglements "Network process" or is attributed to the slip of the chains
in the crystals "Crystalline process".

Figure 2.2: Representation of the two stress-dependent thermally-actvated plastic flow processes acting in parallel (left) and the corresponding representation of the molecular structure of UH fiber with highly oriented and amorphous regions (right).

Govaert [17, 18] investigated the creep behaviour for solution-spun ultra-drawn UHMWPE
fibres for the stress ranging between 200 and 2000 MPa and the temperature range of 3090◦ C. Remarkable was the discovery that the stress dependence of the steady-state creep
rate in the measured stress range, is described by a single power-law relation (equation
2.4) more accurately instead of two-temperature activated Eyring processes (Ree-Eyring),
as proposed by Wilding and Ward [15, 16]
ε̇ pl = CaT (T )σ m

(2.4)

wherein aT (T ) is the time-temperature shifting factor and C and m are the fit parameters in
the power-law equation.
Based on a linear relation of the plateau creep rates in the Arrhenius plots, Govaert defined
a temperature activated Arrhenius process (equation 2.5) which allows time-temperature
shifting to fully characterize the irreversible deformation rate of UHMWPE fibers for all loading
conditions
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1U
aT (T ) = ex p
Rg




1
1
−
T0
T


(2.5)

wherein Rg is the gas constant and T0 is the reference temperature [K ].
Creep behavior of a more creep resistant UHMWPE grade was investigated by Vlasblom et
al [19] who determined the time-to-failure (tt f ) (Figure 8.20 (left)) and the steady-state creep
rate (Figure 8.20 (right)) for different loading conditions ) by performing static creep tests.

Figure 2.3: Measured time at entering regime I I I (left) and the steady-state creep rate
(right) of UHMWPE fiber for different static loading conditions.

Unfortunately, while the time-to-failure could be described by a single power-law relation, the
creep rate results clearly showed two deformation processes described by an Ree-Eyring
formulation. Vlasblom also found out that the elongation at which creep regime I I I is entered, is different for different static loading conditions, wherein maximum strain at break as
a function of stress for each temperature can be identified.

2.3

Cyclic loading conditions

Janssen et al [20, 21] investigated the creep of Lexan (polycarbonate) during cyclic loading,
as loading conditions in offshore applications are rarely constant. They investigated the
evolution of plastic strain after one cycle and compared it to the plastic strain accumulated
during the equivalent amount of time for static creep measurements. Based on their results,
Janssen defined the acceleration factor aacc , as shown in equation 2.6, which describes
the ratio between the accumulated plastic strain for cycling and equivalent static loading,
respectively.
R tcycle
aacc =

ε̇ pl (σcyclic (τ ))dτ
R tcycle
ε̇ pl (σstatic )dτ
0

0

(2.6)

This ratio is equivalent to the ratio between the tt f for static creep experiments (tt f static )
and the tt f for the cyclic loading creep experiments (tt f cyclic ) as εcr is constant for PC for
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all loading conditions. Based on the lifetime prediction for any arbitrary stress-history as
defined by Kenney [12], the equation for the lifetime prediction of the material subjected to
cyclic loading was adopted with the acceleration factor and defined as shown in equation
2.7.
tt f cyclic =

tt f static
aacc

(2.7)

In order to confirm his theory, Janssen implemented different wave forms for the cyclic loading and investigated the influence of the amplitude and the frequency of applied wave on the
time to failure. The experimental results are consistent with defined theory and proved that
the acceleration factor is an effective way to represent the time to failure of polymers for any
stress related cyclic loading.
The investigation of cyclic loading on gel-spun UHMWPE fibers was performed by Boleij [22]
and Humeau [23] who implemented the acceleration factor method for UHMWPE yarn and
rope. In their research, the dynamic creep is represented by a sine wave with ratio R being
the ratio between σ M AX and σ M I N wherein σ M AX is equal to the stress applied during the
static creep experiments as shown in Figure 2.4 (left). The accumulated plastic strain during
one cycle is expected to be significantly smaller than the one during the equivalent period of
time in static creep measurement resulting in increased time-to-failure for cyclic loading as
was confirmed by Boleij (Figure 2.4 (right)).

Figure 2.4: Representation of cyclic applied load applied by Boleij [22] and Humeau [23]
wherein σ M AX is equal to σstatic (left), and the effect of applying defined cyclic loading (sine
wave , T = 70◦ C , R = 0.1) on time-to-failure for UHMWPE in comparison with the static creep
results.

The model proved to accurately predict the lifetime of UHMWPE fibers for cyclic loadings;
however, at high stresses the predicted tt f is higher than the measured values, while in low
stress range the lifetime prediction is underestimated.
The reason for the deviation at higher stresses was found in internal heating of the fibres
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due to insufficient dissipation to the surroundings as discovered by Janssen [20, 21]. The
deviation in low stress range was explained in threshold for applied stress at which the material deformation rate will be significantly lower. However, no clear explanation for additive
deformation mechanism was found.

2.4

Cyclic temperature prediction

Since temperature has a similar effect on the creep rate as applied stress, the acceleration
factor approach, used for lifetime prediction for cyclic loading, should also apply for cyclic
temperature variation during the creep experiments. The theoretical acceleration factor, as
defined in equation 2.8, is used to define the lifetime ratio between the creep experiment
with constant and variating temperature. Once the aacc (T ) is known, time-to-failure for experiments with temperature variation can be estimated, using equation 2.7.
R tt fstatic
0

aacc (T ) = R
tt f static
0

2.4.1

ex p



ex p



1U
Rg



1U
Rg



1
T0
1
T0

−
−

1



Tcyclic
1
Tstatic



dt
(2.8)

dt

Linearly increased/decreased temperature

First, a linearly increased or decreased temperature is employed to the static creep experiments. As no analytical solution for equation 2.7is available, numerical integration in Matlab
was performed in order to obtain the aacc (T ) value. The prediction is that the time-to-failure for
the performed measurements will be higher than for the constant temperature experiments
performed at TM AX but lower than for the constant temperature experiments performed at
TM I N . The prediction for the lifetime is shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: The prediction for time-to-failure for the performed linearly increased/decreased
temperature experiments (red-blue) and comparison with the lifetime prediction for the constant temperature static creep experiments at Tmin (black) and Tmax (green).
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2.4.2

Cyclic temperature variation

As in realistic loading conditions temperature variations are more of a cyclic type, the influence of cyclic temperature on the lifetime of the UHMWPE fiber is extensively investigated.
The investigation is divided in the influence of a cyclic temperature for the different applied
loads, the influence of temperature amplitude Tampl and the influence of mean temperature
Tmean on the aacc (T ). In this case Tstatic is chosen to be equal to Tmean as the R-ratio approach
would results in rather high values due to calculation in K .
The hypothesis for cyclic temperature is that the influence will be equivalent for all applied
loads since the acceleration factor as represented in equation 2.7 is stress independent.
The hypothesis for different Tampl , when Tmean is kept constant, is that higher temperature
amplitude (Figure 2.6) (a)) increases the aT (Figure 2.6) (b)) due to the significantly higher
creep rates at TM AX . This leads to larger strain evolution during one cycle compared to the
strain evolution for the constant temperature experiments for the equivalent period of time
(Figure 2.6) (c)), and thus the lifetime of the material should be reduced. The ratio between
the time-to-failure for Tcyclic and Tstatic should be equivalent to the ratio between the strain
evolution for Tcyclic and Tstatic during the same amount of time (one cycle).

Figure 2.6: Typical applied cyclic temperature wave with different with corresponding timetemperature shifting factor aT and accumulated plastic strain during one cycle for different
Tampl (a,b,c) and for different Tmean (d,e,f) in comparison with constant T creep prediction at
Tstatic = Tmean .

Figure 2.6 (d,e,f) represents the influence of different Tmean on aT and the strain evolution
during one cycle. The hypothesis for different Tmean , when Tampl is kept constant, is that
9 Lifetime prediction for variable loading conditions for Ultra-High-Molecular-Weight Polyethylene
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higher Tmean will reduce the strain evolution during one cycle compared to the strain evolution
for lower Tmean . This can be explained by the relevance of the magnitude of the amplitude in
comparison to the magnitude of Tmean . It is of significant importance to understand that the
acceleration factor is the ratio between dynamic and static temperature; however, as Tstatic
= Tmean the strain development during static conditions, as defined in equation 2.8, will be
different for each Tmean . Therefore, at lower temperatures, the relative impact of temperature variation is more pronounced than for higher temperatures. This concludes that higher
acceleration factor is expected for lower Tmean .

2.5

Low stresses analysis

Another aspect investigated in this research will be the low stresses deviation of the tt f for
cyclic loading as discovered by Boleij [22].
The low stress deviation was extensively investigated by Raes [24] who confirmed the increasing deviation of the time-to-failue from the power-law prediction by performing static
creep experiments in the low stress range. In order to reduce the experimental time, Raes
increased the measuring temperature up to 135◦ C. Based on the created master curve (Figure 2.7) (right), Raes proposed a double power-law model to predict the lifetime of UHMWPE
more accurate. Unfortunately, based on limited data in the low stress range, no clear evidence of the reliability of the double power-law approach, nor the molecular origin of the tt f
deviation could be provided.
Also, the reliability of the results was taken into account as for low stresses at high temperatures, the Sherby-Dorn plots significantly change in shape, as shown in Figure 2.7 (left),
wherein no clear regime I I can be defined and most of the strain evolution is found in regime
I I I . This leads to the question whether the results are still correct.
A deviation in tt f might be caused by an additive deformation mechanism or a structural
change in UHMWPE fiber due to high temperatures. Martensitic transformations were proven
to occur in polyethylene when subjected to high temperatures [25, 26]; however, these transformations are characterized by transformation from orthorhombic into hexagonal crystal
structure. As the chain mobility in hexagonal structure is higher than in orthorhombic structure [27], this phenomenon cannot be responsible for higher creep resistance at lower stresses.
However, Hsieh et al [28], showed that orthorhombic to monoclinic transformation may occur
in UHMWPE if stress is applied during the heating up of the sample. The obtained monoclinic crystal structure is more creep resistant and could explain the increasing tt f .
In this research, a few static creep experiments will be performed to confirm the deviation
of the time-to failure in the lower stress range. Also, an attempt of capturing the occurance of martensitic transformation will be performed. Finally, the question whether the timetemperature shifting applies for high temperature results will be discussed.
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Figure 2.7: Sherby Dorn plot for low stresses and high temperatures. Due to the deviation
of the shape from the typical Sherby Dorn plot,(left) and time-to-failure for UHMWPE for
static creep measurements for different loading conditions. Plotting data in a double log plot
confirmes the deviation of the experimental tt f from the power-law.
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3

Materials and Methods

3.1

Materials

In this research UHMWPE yarns (provided by DSM), known under trademark Dyneema,
are used with the density ρ being equal to 980 kg/m −3 and the specific yarn weight (titer)
of 1760g / 10.000m (1760 dtex). The measured tenacity and modulus were found to be 3.4
GPa and 113 GPa, respectively. The melting temperature is in the range of 144◦ C and 152◦ C.
For the low stress analysis, high density polyethylene (PE100), provided by Sabic, is used.

3.2

Sample preparation

PE100 samples were obtained by press-compression molding at 210◦ C. The mould was
covered with an aluminium foil and placed between the metal plates of a hot-press where
the load was stepwise increased up to 100kN and kept constant for 3 minutes. After this, the
cooling with a cooling rate of 5◦ C/min was applied to solidify the PE melt. From the created
sheet with thickness of 1.5mm, dog-bone shaped samples (ISO 527) as shown in Figure 3.1
were cut, with the experimental length L 1 and experimental width b1 being equal to 21mm
and 5mm, respectively.

Figure 3.1: Dog-bone shaped sample used for the tensile tests.
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3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Creep Experiments

The creep experiments for gel-spun UHMWPE are performed on a Zwick Roell Z010 machine, as shown in Figure 8.25, employed with a XForce HP Zwick Roell 10kN load cell
and two fully pneumatic parabolic clamps to which prevent undesired material failure at the
clamps by reducing the stress. The prescribed force F [N] is applied to investigate the creep
evolution during the time. For calculating stress σ [MPa] based on applied load equation
(3.1) is used.

Figure 3.2: Zwick Roell Z010 machine used for performed experiments. As can be seen the
oven is already employed while the sample goes right through it.

σ =

Fρ
∗ 10
titer

(3.1)

Moreover, a cylindrical oven employed with two ’K’ type thermocouples with measurement
range of -40◦ C - +750◦ C and an Eurotherm 3508 controller are used in order to control and
register variating temperature conditions.
Finally, the samples are ’milked’, prior to performing any experiments, in order to align the
fibres in the yarn as described in [22].
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3.3.2

Tensile Experiments

Uniaxial tensile tests on dog-bone shaped PE100 samples are performed on the same type
Zwick Roell Z010 machine equiped with the same 1kN load cell. However, normal clamps
were sufficient due to the shape of the samples. The machine is equipped with a temperature
chamber in order to perform the tensilte test on low temperatures.

Figure 3.3: Zwick Roell Z010 machine used for performed tensile experiments on PE100
samples. As can be seen the temperature chamber is covered by ice particles due to low
temperatures.

3.4
3.4.1

Performed Experiments
Validation

First of all, the data for static creep experiments found in literature [19, 24] is verified in order
to provide reliable basis for predicting lifetime for UHMWPE fibers for variable loading conditions. Therefore, static creep experiments for stress range between 200 and 1400 MPa are
performed for 70◦ C, 85◦ C and 100◦ C.
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gular and sine wave as dynamic loading conditions. Hereby, constant temperature as well
the R-ratio are varied to confirm the approach for all cases. The acceleration factors used
were defined by Boleij [22].

3.4.2

Temperature variation

For the investigation the influence of the temperature variation on the creep of UHMWPE’s,
static creep experiments are performed in stress range of 400-800MPa, while temperature
is linearly increased (or decreased) from 70◦ C to 100◦ C. Due to the (passive) cooling limitations of the oven, the temperature change of 1◦ C per minute is applied,in order to ensure
linear increase/decrease of temperature. The theoretical acceleration factor is numerically
calculated with respect to the constant reference temperature (T0 = 100◦ C) and is equal to
0.28.
Moreover, the influence of cyclic temperature variation, represented by triangular wave, in
temperature between 70◦ C and 100◦ C was investigated.
For the influence of the applied load, static creep experiments in stress range of 300-800MPa
were performed while Tmean and Tampl were kept constant at 85◦ C and 15◦ C, respectively. The
period of one cycle was set to be 30min due to cooling limitations as desribed earlier. The
acceleration factor was calculated numerically to be equal to 1.57.
For the investigation of the influence of the amplitude, the Tampl was varied between 0◦ C
(static) and 15◦ C, while other loading conditions were kept the same (Tmean = 85◦ C; period =
30min; σ = 400MPa).
Finally, the investigation of the influence of mean temperature assumed experiments wherein
Tmean was varied between 70◦ C and 90◦ C, while other loading conditions were kept the same
(Tampl = 10◦ C; period = 30min; σ 400MPa).

3.4.3

Low stress experiments

Static creep experiments at T = (135◦ C) with the maximum time of 24h were performed to
validate the deviation in tt f in low stress regime found by Raes.
For investigation of a structural change in UHMWPE fibers due to high temperatures, the
fibers are subjected to low stress (50MPa) at high temperatures (130◦ C) for a certain period
of time (6h and 24h). Thereafter, creep experiment in non deviating regime (σ = 600MPa, T
= 70◦ C) are performed and the creep rate results are compared to the experiment with no
"pre annealing" process. Also, three static creep experiments at σ = 50MPa and T = 130◦ C
are performed for Miner’s number calculation for the "martensitic tranformation" experiments.
The retractive stress experiment is performed by preloading the UH fiber with 10MPa and
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then increasing temperature while the strain of the sample was fixed. The temperature was
set to increase with 5◦ C a minute up to the max of 160◦ C where the sample was expected to
fail due to the melting.
The relaxation test is defined as preloading the sample with the load equivalent to the retractive stress value for T = 135◦ C, which is 25MPa, and then fixing the strain while the
decreasing stress is measured as a function of time.
Finally, tensile tests on PE100 dog-bone shaped samples are performed with strain rate
varying from 10−5 to 10−1 and temperatures being equal to 24◦ C, 0◦ C, -25◦ C or -50◦ C. The
maximal strain was set at 0.2 as only the yielding of the PE100 samples has to be determined.
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4

Validation

4.1

The Power-Law model

The results for static creep experiments at different applied constant loads and at elevated
temperature (70◦ C, 85◦ C and 100◦ C) are shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Measured time-to-failure of UHMWPE during static creep experiments for different static loading conditions.

As can be seen, the results show an overall good agreement with the results found by Vlasblom et al [19] and Raes [24] with some minor differences. As these differences in the
lifetime results may cause an unwanted error in lifetime prediction, only the data measured
in the coarse of this study will be used in defining the power-law parameters. Based on determined parameters, the lifetime for cyclic measurement (cyclic stress, temperature or both)
will be predicted.
In order to extract the power-law fit parameters, the experimental results were shifted for the
construction of a master curve (Appendix 8.1), assuming 70◦ C as the reference temperature.
The extracted power-law fit parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Moreover, the activation
energy was determined from time-temperature shifting factor.
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Table 4.1: Power-law parameters.
Value
εcr /C
m
1U

4.2

Power-law coefficient
3.75e+14
3.6388
126.54 kJ/mol

Acceleration factor

The measured and the predicted time-to-failure, as well the relative error in tt f for static and
cyclic creep experiments for constant temperature are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Lifetime (left) and the relative error in tt f (right) of UHMWPE yarn for static and
cyclic creep experiments. The square wave (red square) was performed at 70◦ C with R value
being equal to 0.1. The triangular wave (blue triangular) was performed at 70◦ C with R value
being equal to 0.5. The sine wave (cyan circle) was performed at 100◦ C with R value being
equal to 0.1. For the convenience, double log scale was used as for this case, the power-law
relation is represented by a straight line.

The results in Figure 4.2 (left) clearly confirm the reliability of the acceleration factor approach for cyclic loading for all loading conditions. Also, the hypothesis that the failure is
plasticity controlled is confirmed, as the lifetime of UH fibers for cyclic loading is increased.
Figure 4.2 (right) however, suggest errors up to 45% when relative error tt f is considered.
The relatively high error is most likely caused by the power-law model itself, as the model
overpredicts the time-to-failure for high and low stresses, while underprediction for moderate
stresses can be seen ( Figure 4.2 (left)).
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Based on the overall good agreement between the experimentally measured time-to-failure
and the lifetime predictions for different cyclic loading conditions (Figure 4.2 (left), the acceleration factor approach can be assumed to be a reliable approach for predicting the behaviour of UHMWPE for cyclic load conditions.
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5

Variable temperature results and discussion

5.1

Linearly increased/decreased temperature

The results for time to failure of linearly increased/decreased temperature measurements are
shown in Figure 5.1 (left). Also, corresponding relative error in tt f for performed experiments
are given (Figure 5.1 (right)).

Figure 5.1: Normalized time-to-failure for increasing (red) and decreasing (blue) temperature
experiments (left) and corresponding relative error in tt f (right). Included are the corrections
when Tstatic is measured instead of determined from the power-law (stars).
As shown in Figure 5.1 (left), the results for increasing temperature are fully in agreement
with the prediction; however, Figure 5.1 (right) suggest errors up to 36% between measured
and predicted value for tt f . Again, mainly the power-law model is appointed for causing
the error. Correcting the data by using static creep experiments for 100◦ C instead of the
power-law prediction provides significantly improved analysis and confirms the validity of the
approach, as can be seen in (Figure 5.1 (right)).
The reason for high precision in the increasing temperature measurements is the fact that
the plastic deformation within these experiments is accelerated due to higher temperature.
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Therefore, the significant portion of the plastic deformation takes place at the end of experiment, narrowing the time range at which the failure occurs. For decreasing temperature
experiments the opposite is valid, as the deformation deaccelerates towards relatively "slow"
creep at 70◦ C resulting in significantly wider time range for material failure.

5.2
5.2.1

Cyclic temperature
The influence of applied load

The results for lifetime for cyclic temperature for different applied load and corresponding
prediction line are shown in Figure 5.2 (left).
From the results in Figure 5.2 (left), two aspects regarding cyclic temperature can be noticed.
First, the differences in lifetime due to the sequence which cyclic temperature follows (first
heating up to 100◦ C or cooling down to 70◦ C) diminishes when more cycles are applied
to the sample. Second, the prediction for cyclic temperature seem to be over-predicted
as material clearly fail earlier than expected. The reason for this mismatch is found in the
overshoot in temperature during performed cycle, as shown in Figure 8.6 (left) in Appendix
8.4. The peaks in Sherby-Dorn plot for cyclic temperature correspond to the creep rate at
temperature of 105◦ C for given applied load. Therefore, a correction is performed for the
lifetime prediction (green dashed line) and the experimental results are in agreement with
the corrected lifetime predisction (Figure 5.2 (left).

Figure 5.2: Time-to-failure results for the cyclic temperature experiments (σ = 300-800MPa,
Tmean = 85◦ C, Tampl = 15◦ C) vs the static experiments results (left) including the corrected
lifetime prediction (dashed green-line), and the error in the applied stress for given stress
(right).
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For the error analysis, a switch is made to the error in the applied stress. Hereby measured
tt f is related to the equivalent applied stress (σeq ) according to the prediction. The reason for
this is the fact that in industry the lifetime is often a fixed parameter, due to safety regulations,
and the maximal bearable load for given loading conditions must be determined. Therefore,
the error analysis contains the uncertainties in the applied load rather than the lifetime.
As can be seen in Figure 5.2 (right), the prediction is in overall satisfying with errors within
11% range.

5.2.2

The influence of amplitude

The results for aacc , including the error analysis for σeq , for different Tampl experiments are
shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: The predicted influence and the experimentally measured results for the aacc (T )
(left) for the performed temperature amplitude experiments (Tmean = 85◦ C; period = 30min;
σ = 400MPa). Red diamond represent deviating results, while red star is the corrected
theoretical value for aacc (T ) after the overshoot in T is taken into account. The error in
applied stress is shown on the right side.

As can be seen in Figure 5.3 (left), the experimental results are in agreement with the prediction that higher temperature amplitude increases the acceleration factor and thus reduces
the lifetime of the material. Hereby, an increase of 57% in aacc (T ) is predicted for the Tampl =
15◦ C measurements compared to the static creep measurements. Unfortunately, the results
for the amplitude of 15◦ C (red diamonds) are significantly deviating from the prediction. The
reason for this deviation is again caused by temperature overshoot, TM AX is 105◦ C instead
of 100◦ C. After adjusting the period to 40min and 1h, correct values for the given loading
conditions were measured (blue diamonds).
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Also, calculating the corrected theoretical value for the deviating results (red star), Tmean =
87,5◦ C, Tampl = 17,5◦ C), resulted in the predicted aacc (T ) value which is equivalent to the
measured value.
Based on Figure 5.3 (right) the accuracy of the model can be confirmed wherein errors
between equivalent and applied stress are within 5% range. The acceleration factor results
seem to fluctuate around the prediction and therefore the error can be assumed to be of
statistical ground.

5.2.3

The influence of mean temperature

The results for the predicted and the measured aacc (T ) values as well the error in the applied
stress for experiments with different Tmean are shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: The influence of mean temperature (Tampl = 10◦ C; period = 30min; σ 400MPa)
on the acceleration factor (left) and the error in applied stress for given Tmean (right).

As can be seen, the experimental results are unfortunately not consistent with the prediction.
The reason is found in the relatively small influence of Tmean on acceleration factor (5%) compared to the effect of Tampl (57%) in the measured temperature range. As, the relative error
made in the applied stress is again within 5% range, the differences between the prediction
and the results are assumed to be of statistical origin, which is relatively significant as shown
in Figure 5.4 (left) for Tmean = 85◦ C. Therefore, the model is assumed to be valid.

5.2.4

The overall dependency of aacc (T ) on temperature change

From the performed experiments and established dependencies, an overall prediction of the
acceleration factor for given loading conditions can be made as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: The acceleration factor prediction for different temperature amplitude and mean
temperature versus measured values.

For the long-term validation, two additive experiments are performed with Tampl = 15◦ C at
Tmean = 50◦ C (600MPa) and 100◦ C (200MPa), respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the experimental results are in overal in good agreement with
the predictions. The error in Tmean experiments can be fully ascribed the relatively small
influence of Tmean on acceleration factor. The results for the long term experiments (pink,
green), after necessary correction, are in agreement with the predictions and confirm the
Tmean prediction.

5.2.5

Dynamic applied load including cyclic temperature variation

As both the acceleration factors, for cyclic loading and cyclic temperature, describe the variations correctly, cyclic variations in loading and temperature is incorporated into the applied
signal for the UHMWPE fibers to examine the prediction for the realistic loading conditions.
The temperature variation is characterized by Tmean = 85◦ C and Tampl = 15◦ C, while the applied load is represented by a triangular wave with R = 0.5.
As can be seen in Figure 5.6, the cyclic loading increases the lifetime of the UH fiber, while
the temperature variation decreases the lifetime. As the influence of temperature and the
applied load on the time-to-failure are independent on each other, both effects can be distinguished in the lifetime prediction for variable loading conditions. Figure 5.6 also confirms
that the method predicts the lifetime for variable loading conditions accurately.
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Figure 5.6: Results for time-to-failure for static 100◦ C and variable loading conditions experiments (Tmean = 85◦ C, Tampl = 15◦ C, triangular wave with R = 0.5) including the prediction for
cyclic loading, cyclic temperature and the prediction for the performed experiments.
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6

The molecular origin of the low stress deviation

6.1

Reliability of the very low stress experiments

As was noticed by Raes [24], a deviation in tt f from a single power-law model was found
when performing low stresses creep experiments. In this research, time-to-failure for low
stresses is measured including the very low stress range below 50MPa. The results for
performed experiments for T = 120◦ C and 135◦ C are shown in Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1: Time-to-failure results for low stresses static creep experiments.

As can be seen, an increasing tt f for low stresses is observed (σ > 50MPa), while at very
low stresses (σ < 50MPa) the failure seems to occur at approximately the same time scale.
Constant tt f assumes a stress independent high temperature failure mechanism rather than
a creep occurrence. As no melted fibers are found, thermal degradation is assumed to be
the possible cause of the premature failure of the very low stresses samples. The fact that
limited to no strain evolution in creep regime I I is found for extreme loading conditions, might
confirm the above assumption.
Another possible reason for the decreased lifetime of the very low stresses experiments
could be attribited to the bundle effects resulting in yarn not being loaded homogenously,
as proposed by Raes. This will result in a premature failure of a few fibers subjected to
the higher stresses. Once the overloaded fibers break down, the load is carried by a fewer
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ure occurs. The process repeats itself.
As a single power-law tt f underpredicts time-to-failure when applied load is decrease, a
possible structural change of the UH fibers due to high temperature might occur, which
might result in a more resistent molecular structure. The stress independent failure for σ
< 50 MPa creep experiments assumes other type of failure mechanism and thus this stress
range should be avoided when an attempt of capturing structural change in UHMWPE fibers
is executed.

6.2

Martensitic transformation of the crystals

The deviation in tt f in the low stress range is accompanied by the creep rate deviation from
the Ree-Eyring model as shown in Figure 6.2. Such a deviation is most likely caused by an
additive deformation mechanism or a structural change in UHMWPE fiber.

Figure 6.2: Measured creep rate for different static loading conditions and the Ree-Eyring
predictions. The experimental values are the creep rate results obtained in this research or
by Vlasblom and Raes.

As an attempt of capturing the structural change in UH fibers, "martensitic transformation"
experiments are performed. Hereby a heat-treatment is applied at low stresses and high
temperature prior to a creep experiment where a single power-law model suffices for accurate lifetime prediction. Naturally, for the investigation of structural change in a material
X-ray experiments should be performed; however, it is believed that performed "martensitic
transformation" experiments suffice to give first indication. The results are shown in Figure
6.3.
As expected, the results show insignificant amount of the plastic strain occurred during the
low stress part. The strain at which the failure occurs however, is significantly reduced due to
performed heat-treatment. The longer the heat-treatment took place, the smaller the strain
at break. Further analysis of the results in Figure 6.3 reveals no indication of irreversible
structural change as the creep rate during the second part remains the same. Therefore, no
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Figure 6.3: Sherby Dorn plots for the performed "martensitic transformation" experiments
as an attempt of revealing a more creep resistant molecular structure caused by martensitic
transformations.

irreversible martensitic transformation, which would results in more creep resistant material
behaviour, was found.
High temperature treatment does influence the lifetime prediction for UHMWPE as the timeto-failure, while taking only the tt f for the second (600MPa / 70◦ C) part into account, is
dramatically decreased from 8.6h for static conditions without any pre treatment to 3,7h and
5,5min for applied 6 and 24h heat-treatment, respectively.
The time-to-failure for the performed experiments is evaluated to see whether an accurate
lifetime prediction, based on the Miner’s Law, can be given. This is done by using the lifetime
prediction for the given static loading conditions. While the tt f prediction for the (600MPa
/ 70◦ C) creep experiments are known, the lifetime prediction in the low stress rage is not
accurate. Therefore, time-to-failure for heat-treatment part is determined based on three
performed static creep experiments at heat-treatment conditions. The corresponding Miner
numbers are 0.74 and 0.61 for applied 6 and 24h "annealing" process, respectively.

6.3

Creep rate threshold in other PE grades

The threshold in the strain rate rage was also found by Kanters [29] in hot pressed PE100
samples when performing tensile tests at elevated temperature, as shown in Figure 6.4.
Kanters assumed the threshold to be the result of the process I in his two parallel flow
processes model. In order to examine the deformation mechanism causing the threshold in
PE100 samples and UHMWPE fibers, a double log plot of creep rate vs applied stress in
UHMWPE must be evaluated. This double log plot is shown in Figure 6.5.
As can be seen, the threshold seem to diminish and the slope for low stress at higher tem-
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Figure 6.4: Yield stress vs strain rate for performed tensile test on PE100 for different temperatures (left) and the representation of the influence of each process on the Yield stress
(right).

Figure 6.5: Measured creep rate for different static loading conditions plotted in a double log
plot. The experimental values are the creep rate results of experiments performed in this
research as the data obtained by Vlasblom and Raes. The lines represent the deformation
regimes

peratures is similar to the slope for low stresses at moderate temperatures (Figure 6.5 grey
and green lines). For the comparison of the strain rate data obtained by Kanters with the
data found UHMWPE data, both the room temperature as well the 80◦ C (including 70◦ C for
UHMWPE fibers) results will be evaluated.
Figure 6.6 assumes the resemblance between the regime I + I I in PE100 and the regime
I in UHMWPE fibers (Figure 6.5) as the slopes in a double log plot are equivalent. This
assumes the same deformation mechanism. As the regimes with the equivalent slopes are
different (I + I I in PE100 and I in UHMWPE fibers), an assumption that three different flow
processes can be found in PE arises. Hereby, a higher degree of orientation might possibly
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the strain rate data for different applied loads for room temperature
(left) and 80◦ C (right) for unoriented PE100, HDPE (λ=6), meltspun UHMWPE (λ=10 and 30)
and gel-spun UHMWPE (λ > 50). Equivalent slopes in the double log plot assume the same
deformation mechanism.

cause the shifting of the equivalent mechanisms to the lower strain rate regimes.
Three mechanisms were also found in Caelers et al [30] for iPP; however, no proof of the
existance of three deformation mechanisms in polyethylene were found. In order to confirm
the three mechanisms hypothesis in PE, tensile test are performed on hot pressed PE100
samples in attempt to find a deviation from the slope of process I + I I which would indicate
the third mechanism. The results are shown in Figure 6.7
Figure 6.7 shows the results from performed tensile tests. The results were validated by
comparing the 24◦ C yield stress data with the data fits found by Kanters. Unfortunately, the
data did not reveal any clear deviation from the I + I I slope for PE100, while performing the
tests at lower temperatures. therefore, no prove of existence of the third mechanism in PE
can yet be given.
The result that no third mechanism is found can be explained in the types of deformation
mechanisms explained by Caelers wherein the first two mechanism are the inter and intra
lamellar deformation in the crystal while the third process is fully attributed to the glassy state,
as shown in Figure 6.8. Therefore, the third mechanism will not be detected until tensile test
below the Tg (Tg of PE is below -115◦ C) will be performed. Unfortunately, the experimental
setup limits the minimum measuring temperature to -65◦ C.
Finally, the strain rate results for HDPE (draw ratio = 6) and melt spun UHMWPE with (draw
ratio = 10 and 30) were included into the double log plot (Figure 6.6). The same slope (process 2) is detected in different PE grades, again suggesting the same deformation kinetics.
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Figure 6.7: Measured yield stress for given applied strain rate for PE100. The results from
Kanters were extended by performing low temperature experiments in order to find possible
third deformation mechanism.

Figure 6.8: Possible deformation mechanisms in PE, found for iPP. The deformation mechanisms are classified as inter and intra lamellar deformation in the crystals (mechanism 1 and
2) and the deformation in the amorphous part (mechanism 3).

Unfortunately, process 1 is only visible in non-oriented PE samples while process 3 is only
found in highly oriented fibers. Therefore, it still cannot be concluded that three deformation
mechanisms are present in polyethylene.

6.4

High-low temperature shifting

The founding that no martesitic transformation, resulting in more creep resistant structure,
is seen in UHMWPE, assumes that time-temperature shifting approach should apply for the
results in measured temperature range. However, as the deviation in tt f from the powerlaw model was observed for the measurement at temperature equal to 120◦ C and higher, at
these high temperatures, thermal degradation or oxidation might occur while at room temperature the occurance of these phenomena will not (or barely) be measured. This complicates
the long-term lifetime prediction for UHMWPE fibers for realistic loading conditions, while the
accuracy off the prediction is questionable. The solution might be to perform the experiments
in the conditions which exclude for example oxidation in order to provide more reliable data
and confirm the reliability of time-temperature shifting at high temperatures.
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7

Conclusion and recommendations

The main objective in this research was to implement the, for the cyclic loading validated,
acceleration factor approach into the lifetime prediction of UHMWPE fibers for cyclic temperature conditions. The investigation consisted of the influence of variation in the constant
applied stress σapplied , variation in mean temperature Tmean , and the variation of temperature
amplitude Tampl on the lifetime of UH fiber.
The predictions that the acceleration factor is stress independent and that increased Tampl ,
while mean temperature is kept constant, reduces tt f of static creep measurements of
UHMWPE fibers were confirmed. The hypothesis that increased Tmean , while temperature
amplitude is unchanged, reduces the acceleration factor, was not entirely confirmed. However, the reason for this mismatch was found in the relatively small influence of Tmean on
acceleration factor compared to the effect of Tampl in the measured temperature range. Additive long-term experimental results confirmed the Tmean prediction and the acceleration factor
approach was confirmed to accurately predict the lifetime for UHMWPE fibers when subjected to the temperature variations. Moreover, the approach was tested for variable loading
conditions wherein both, temperature and the applied load variations were incorporated and
the agreement between the experimental results and the prediction was satisfying.
Another objective in this research was the analysis of the deviation of the time-to-failure in
low stress range. Therefore, an attempt to define the deformation mechanism or structural
change responsible for the increased lifetime at low stresses was performed. The analysis
included an attempt of capturing an irreversible martensitic transformation by heating up the
samples when subjected to low stress, The theoretical reason is that the monoclinic crystal
structure is more creep resistent than the orthorombic structure. Unfortunately, the creep rate
after the "annealing process" was equivalent to the static creep rate with no preprocessing
history, and thus no structural change in UHMWPE fibers was found. Also, the influence of
the retractive stress was analysed and revealed that the retractive stress might contribute to
the time-to-failure deviation; however, the experimental data was unsuccesfully described by
a single power-law model after the stress correction was applied.
While the morphological cause of the deviation remained unknown, a cautious suggestion
that possibly three deformation mechanisms can be found in PE was made. This suggestion
came out the fact that the slope of unoriented PE samples in the deformation regime I + I I
is equivalent to the slope in the deformation regime I of measured UH fibers in the double
log plot. Other PE grades (HDPE, melt spun UHMWPE) confirmed the equivalency of the
slopes in polyethylene. Assuming three deformation mechanism kinetics in PE, an attempt
of finding a third deformation process in unoriented PE was performed by performing tensile
tests at high strain rates and low temperatures; however, no deviation of deformation kinetics
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was found. The reason was found in the fact that the third deformation mechanism might be
amorphous state related and thus experiments below -115◦ C should be performed in order
to find it, while the experimental setup was limited up to -65◦ C.
Since the objectives regarding the temperature variations were achieved, while the low stress
analysis is still unsatisfying, the recommendations will be regarding the low stress investigation.
First of all, tensile test on PE100 below materials Tg should be performed in order to find the
possible third deformation kinetics. This can be executed when cooling the sample in liquid
nitrogen.
Another recommendation is to use other PE grades (HDPE, DPY) in combination with existing experimental setup for the same purpose, as it is of significant importance to understand
whether PE contains three deformation mechanism, which might be scalable with the degree
of orientation.
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8

Appendix

8.1

Master curve

The obtained master curve for performed static experiments is shown in Figure 8.1

Figure 8.1: Master curve obtained by shifting the data to Tr e f is 70◦ C.

8.2

Validation of the insignificant creep outside the oven

To confirm the fact that the creep takes place in the oven, static creep experiments with different initial length, while the oven was unchanged, were performed at four different applied
loads, and the results are shown in Figure Figure 8.2.
As can be seen, the elastic and delayed elastic component of L = 35cm samples is larger
than in L = 25cm samples, as the elastic behaviour takes place at small timescales. The
irreversible creep rate in regime I I is equivalent for all performed experiments and thus
concludes that the creep phenomenon can be expected to occur in the oven only.
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Figure 8.2: The evolution of the strain as a function of time for the samples with initial length
of 25cm (black) and 35cm (pink) for 800MPa (a) 1000MPa (b) 1200MPa (c) and 1400MPa
(d). The slopes in regime I I of all samples are equivalent.

8.3

Investigation of tt f =

εcr
ε̇ pl

for UHMWPE

While the experimental results for the time-to-failure are described by a power-law relation,
a proper description of the plastic flow rate results was found in the Ree-Eyring model as
shown in Figure 8.3
The indication of two deformation mechanisms, while time-to-failure assumes only one failure
mechanism, concludes that the critical strain at which the samples fail is not constant, as was
already noticed by Vlasblom et al [19]. The critical strain for static loading condtitions was
determined and the results are shown in Figure 8.4.
The critical strain results, likewise the creep rate results, indicate two deformation mechanisms. This is in accordance to Wilding et al [15] who proposed that the irreversible creep in
oriented PE fibers to be governed by two molecular flow processes.
As the switch of the mechanisms in both, the creep rate and critical strain results, occurs at
exactly the same applied load, the theoretical tt f for the measured samples was calculated
according to equation 1.5. The results for measured and theoretically calculated tt f for static
loading conditions are shown in Figure 8.5.
As can be seen, the determined theoretical values are compareable to the experimentally
measured tt f and thus it can be assumed that two deformation mechanisms are found within
UHWMPE yarn while only one of them leads to failure.
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Figure 8.3: Measured plastic flow rate of Dyneema during static creep for different loading
conditions with fitted Ree-Eyring relation.

Figure 8.4: Critical strain being equal to the strain evolution during regime I I and determined
from elongation-time curves (left).

8.4

Temperature overshoot

The results for Sherby-Dorn plots where overshoot in temperature is assumed.
The results shown that both signals surpass the TM AX as the creep rate at the peaks of cyclic
T experiments correspond with the creep rates for T = 105◦ C and T = 121◦ C, respectively.
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Figure 8.5: Measured (diamonds) and theoretically calculated (stars) tt f for given static
loading conditions.

Figure 8.6: Sherby Dorn plots for Tmean = 85◦ C, Tampl = 15◦ C and period is 30min (left) and
Tmean = 100◦ C, Tampl = 15◦ C, σ = 200MPa and period is 1h (right).

8.5

Modeling of low stress deviation

As mentioned by Boleij [22], the lifetime prediction for cyclic applied loadings deviated from
the lifetime prediction described by the power-law model. This deviation was explained in a
stress threshold as otherwise UHMWPE fiber will eventually fail someday even if no stress
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is applied, which is physically impossible. In this research an attempt of capturing the timeto-failure for low stress regime will be performed.

8.5.1

Lifetime prediction for lower stresses

For the analysis of the deviation of the model at low stresses for UHMWPE fiber, static
and cyclic loading creep experiments at constant temperature (120◦ C and 135◦ C) were performed.
The cyclic experiments will vary in the wave type (sine, triangular), σ M AX , and R-ratio. The
frequency was set to be equal to 0.1Hz which is realistic frequency for the offshore applications.
The investigation of UHMWPE fibers was expanded by performing low stress experiments in
order to confirm the deviation as found by Raes and to determine the influence of this deviation on cyclic loading. Also an attempt for defining a double power-law model, as proposed
by Raes (Figure 2.7 (right)), was performed.
The data from Raes was used in order to validate the power-law parameters. For convenience, only data up to 600MPa, which is the the maximum of the application range for
offshore applications of UHMWPE fibers, and 120◦ C, which is assumed to be low enough
for not exposing any significant degredation or melt effects, was used. Also the reference
temperature was set to 80◦ C as little low stress results for lifetime data was measured by
Raes at 70◦ C. From the master curve created, as shown Figure 8.7, the following power-law
parameters were determined as shown in Table 8.1. Hereby the deviating low stress results
were left out.

Figure 8.7: Master curved created based on the tt f results found by Raes in temperature
regime 80-120◦ C.

Plotting the measured ttf and the fits, it can be said that the adopted model overpredicts the
lifetime of the UH fiber (Figure 8.8 (left)); however, after dividing parameter D by a factor
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Table 8.1: The parameters determined from the data measured by Raes for temperatures up
to 120◦ C and 600MPa.
Power-law I + I I parameter
εcr /C
m
1U

value
5.8e+12
3.10
130 kJ/mol

1.3 the defined power-law model is representative Figure 8.8 (right). Static creep results
prove little deviation from the model for low stresses, as shown in while for the applied cyclic
loading this deviation is more pronounced as shown in Figure 8.8 (right).

Figure 8.8: Validation of the power-law fit parameters based on results of Raes, on the
lifetime prediction for the measured experimental results performed in this research.

As measuring of time-to-failure at very low stresses is time consuming, "reversed engineering" approach was used in order to define the static creep data for very low stresses, using
equation 2.7, by performing cyclic load experiments at different R-ratio’s from which tt f cyclic
and aacc were determined. As shown in Figure 8.8 (right), the highest applied stress at which
the deviation from the cyclic lifetime prediction is found, is the cyclic loading creep experiment
with σ M AX = 150MPa. Therefore, cyclic load experiments at σ M AX = 150MPa and different
R-ratio’s were performed.
The theoretical argument behind performed cyclic experiments is that if all results are located
in deviating power-law I regime, which according to Raes [24] can be described by another
power-law relation, constant parameter m for the low stress regime could be found. The
results for performed cyclic experiments are shown in Figure 8.9. Unfortunately, the results
seem to indicate increasing value for parameter m while the R-ratio is decreased. Therefore,
it can be assumed that σ M AX = 150MPa is still in transition between the power-law I and
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Table 8.2: The parameters determined from the data measured by Raes for temperatures up
to 135◦ C and 600MPa.
Power-law parameter
εcr /C
m
1U

value I
3.5e21
6.63
200kJ/mol

value I + I I
1.3e12
2.84
139kJ/mol

power-law I + I I regimes, or even in the power-law I + I I regime based on R=0.8 result
which clearly follows the determined m = 3.1 prediction.

Figure 8.9: The measured acceleration factor for cyclic loading (triangular, 150MPa,
T=120◦ C) and the acceleration factor predictions for a specific m parameter.

8.5.2

Maximum temperature

As the attempt to define a double power-law model based on the cyclic experiments at 120◦ C
failed to reveal clear power-law model parameters, the same approach was performed at
higher temperature (T=135◦ C). This is also the highest measured temperature by Raes at
which no significant melt effects were found. The data from Raes (up to 135◦ C) was used
in order to extract the power-law parameters from the master curves (Figure 8.10) and the
double-law parameters are presented in Table 8.2. Unfortunately, due to small number of
data points per temperature at low stresses, some uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the
power-law I parameters remains.
The power-law I + I I parameters were validated with the measured lifetime of the UH fiber
from performed static creep experiments (100◦ C, 120◦ C and 135◦ C). The power-law I + I I
parameters were confirmed to be representative while the deviation at 135◦ C for static creep
experiments were noticed at σ = 100MPa. This is also the σ M AX used in different R-ratio’s
experiments.
Figure 8.11 suggests that 100MPa at 135◦ C is located in de power-law I regime wherein
m is found to be around 6.5. This is in agreement with the determined m value from the
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Figure 8.10: Master curved created for the power-law I (left) and the power-law I + I I (right)
process, based on the tt f results found by Raes in temperature regime 80-135◦ C.

Figure 8.11: The measured acceleration factor for cyclic loading (triangular, 100MPa,
T=135◦ C) and the acceleration factor predictions for a specific m parameter.

measurements from Raes (table 8.2). As the prediction for static experiments could be
made, static experiments with max tt f up to 24h, were performed to validate this theory. The
results, including the power-law predictions, are shown in Figure 8.12.
As can be seen, the static results fail to confirm the parameters for the power-law I regime.
The slope is comparable with the slope at T =100◦ C; however too little data is gathered to
confirm reproducibility of this slope at this temperature. For higher temperatures the slope
is much lower. Also, stress independent time-to-failure is found for very low stresses (up to
50MPa). Therefore, the attempt to model the time-to-failure using double power-law model
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Figure 8.12: Validation of the double power-law model with static experiments.

was not confirmed by the static data.

8.6

Retractive stress

Figure 8.13 shown the magnitude of the retractive stress as a function of temperature. As
already found by Govaert [18] en Raes [24], UH fibers tend to shrink at high temperatures
due to oriented state of amorphous state. While the fiber cannot shrink due to the fixture at
the clamps, retractive stress occurs in a fiber. For 135◦ C the magnitude of retractive stress
is equal to 25MPa, as shown in Figure 8.13.

Figure 8.13: Retractive stress results for used UHMWPE fiber. During the experiment a preload of 10MPa is applied, followed by a temperature increase (5◦ C a minute up to 160◦ C)
while the strain of the sample is fixed. The data is in agreement with the results obtained by
Raes [24].

Based on the results from the retractive stress experiment, relaxation test is performed to
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reveal the significance of the retractive stress on the performed high temperature creep experiments and to determine the time scale at which the stress will diminish. The results are
shown in Figure 8.14.

Figure 8.14: Relaxation test as performed at σ =25MPa and T = 135◦ C.

Figure 8.14 shows that the relaxation test decreases linearly as a function of logarithm of
time; while it shows a significant decrease of stress after t = 3e4s. The fiber was found to
be broken once the stress was approximately 0. The timescale at which the failure occurred
is comparable with the time-to-failure of the very low stress creep experiments as was explained earlier (Figure 8.12).
As the decrease in the retractive stress during the relevant experimental time scale is less
than 5MPa, it can be assumed that during the performed low stress experiments, retractive
stress is present and should be taken into the account. Using the equation for the actual
stress, as suggested by Raes (equation 8.1),
σactual = σapplied + σr etractive

(8.1)

it can be conclude that σactual is approximately 0, when performing 25MPa static creep experiment. This explains no strain evolution as the measured stress is the result of the shrinkage
of the amorphous state in UHMWPE fibers.
Correcting the applied load by substracting the retractive stress component did not explains
the deviation of the time-to-failure at low stresses; however, the results are fit the single
power-law more accurate. Therefore, the retractive stress is not the only phenomenon causing the deviation in time-to-failure at low stress range.
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8.7
8.7.1

Preparation phase
Background

Since 1950, polymers have gained interest in a wide range of high-end applications [1-3],
terming the 20th century as the Age of Polymers [4-6]. The most popular polymers used
worldwide: polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and polyvinylchloride (PVC) [1], are used
for their superior strength-weight ratio, corrosion resistance, damping properties, easy manufacturing and last but not least, their cost [7,8]. In the last four decades the interest in
polymers took another dimension, once the draw-ability of the polymers have been discovered by DSM. The incredibly high orientation of the polymer chains led to ultra-strong polymeric fibres used in ballistics, offshore, lift and hoisting applications. Unfortunately, next to
all these great advantages of polymers, also disadvantages were noticed. The most significant difficulty of working with polymers is certainly their complex mechanics and phenomena
like chain mobility, aging, crystallization or strain softening. The mechanical properties are
strongly strain rate and temperature dependent and vary with the employed production process and the forces applied during their use. Another complex issue of polymers is their
time-dependency changing the problem from whether material will fail into when the material will fail under given circumstances. As the loading conditions get more complex, failure
of material may lead to overwhelming financial and safety consequences. Therefore, it is of
significant importance to understand the mechanics and failure mechanisms of polymers for
any loading conditions.
Numerous researches were performed by Tobolsky [9], Eyring [9,10], Zhurkov [11], Prevorsek and Lyons [12] in order to characterize the mechanics of polymers and their dependencies. Polymers were characterized to be highly viscous liquids and their visco-elastic
behaviour was captured by Maxwell. The deformation of polymers was explained by the mobility of the chains wherein each polymer possess its characteristic potential barrier which
prevents deformation. This potential barrier is a results of secondary bonds between the
polymeric chains. As increase of a load or temperature led to lowering of this energetic
barrier, a correlation between strain rate, stress and temperature was obtained, known as
Eyring equation (1)


−1U
ε̇ pl = ε̇0 ex p
RT


sinh

σv 
kT

(8.2)

wherein ε̇ pl is the plastic flow rate, ε̇0 is a rate-constant which describes the current state of
aging and the thermal history, 1U represents the activation energy, R is the universal gas
constant, T represents the temperature, σ is applied load, and ν represents the activation
volume. The long-term behaviour of ultra-high modulus linear polyethylene was investigated
by Ward et al. [13] who stated the significant importance of stress-induced irreversible plastic
flow at longer time-scales, as can be seen in Figure 8.15.
The creep phenomenon can be divided into three regions known as primary (I), secondary
(II) and tertiary (III) creep as represented in Figure 8.16 , in which primary creep assumes
the reversible amorphous realignment due to applied load and the secondary creep assumes
the steady state plastic deformation rate at which the chain slip occurs. Beyond the transition
from regime II to regime III, the creep of polymers is highly accelerated which is followed by
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Figure 8.15: Typical elongation as a function of time during dead load experiment [27].

creep rupture, indicating the lifetime of the material.

Figure 8.16: Typical creep (left) and Sherby-Dorn (right) curve for HMPE [27].

Based on these results, Ward proposed a model that contains the Maxwell and Voight
element in series (Figure 8.17a), wherein the Maxwell spring represents instantaneous,
reversible extension, the Voigt element represents delayed elastic deformation, and the
Maxwell dashpot represents the permanent plastic strain.
As the model failed to describe the creep process for small stresses for all molecular weight
samples correctly, Ward extended his model by replacing the creep dashpot by two stressdependent thermally-activated rate processes acting in parallel as can be seen in Figure
8.17b [14,15].
Jacobs [16] confirmed the irreversible creep in UHMWPE’s to be governed by two parallel
molecular flow processes wherein stress is either carried by entanglements (Process 1 "Network") or is attributed to slip of the crystalline chains (Process 2 "Crystalline") as shown in
Figure 8.18.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.17: Original Ward’s model [13] containing elastic, delayed elastic and plastic behavior of PE (a) and extended Ward’s model [14,15] (b) containing two creep processes.

Figure 8.18: Representation of the molecular structure of UHMWPE fiber containing entanglements, side groups and chain ends (left) and the corresponding mechanical model (right)
[16].

Once the creep phenomenon was known, numerous effort was made to predict the lifetime of
the materials. Coleman [17] was the pioneer in predicting the lifetime for polymeric filaments
by performing dead load experiments on four different nylon 66 yarns. Based on a linear
correlation found between the logarithm of time to failure and applied load, he proposed the
lifetime prediction equation, as shown in equation 2


yb h
1U
νσ
tb (σ ) =
ex p
−
λkT
RT
2kT

(8.3)

with yλb being the number of molecular jumps to failure and h being Planck’s constant. Coleman noticed that the strain at break was constant and assumed that the lifetime of a yarn
can be predicted for any arbitrary loading history using the superposition principle. This prediction should take "the weakest-link" hypothesis and the general breakdown statistics into
account [18].
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Nylon 66 fibres were also investigated by Mandell et al [19], as nylon is used for the marine
applications. The results showed that the lifetime of nylon66 fibre, yarn and rope in dead
load experiments is similar to the prediction based on Coleman theory. As the strain at which
the failure occurred was again constant, Mandell defined correlation between the lifetime of
nylon and the stress dependent deformation accumulated based on the stress-history of the
material. The lifetime of a material was represented by equation 3
Z
0

tB

dξ
=1
τ B (σ (ξ ))

(8.4)

wherein tb is time to failure, σ (ξ ) is the stress-history τ B is the time to fail determined from
constant stress measurements and d(ξ ) is time at which material was subjected to σ (ξ )).
To confirm his model, Mandell performed cyclic fatigue experiments with different strokes
defined as ratio R (Figure 8.19) and different frequency.

Figure 8.19: Representation of R ratio defined as minimum load/maximum load.

As nylon fibers possess three failure mechanisms, the frequency of cyclic loading was lowered to prevent internal hysteresis heating of the material due to poor heat dissipation and
crack propagation. The results confirmed nylon to be frequency independent as suggested
from cumulative damage equation (3). The observation that the elongation during fatigue
experiments is constant suggests creep rupture as failure mechanism, while Coleman assumed bond slippage to cause the failure [17].
Prevorsek and Lyons applied Miner’s Law for the cumulative damage for Dacron (polyester)
fibre [20] defined in equation 4
m
X
ni
=1
Ni
i=1

(8.5)

with Ni being the average number of cycles to failure at given stress and n i being the number
of cycles the material was subjected to. One cycle was considered to be cyclic loading with
constant strain-amplitude and the total of six cycles was applied to a single fiber. Subjecting
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the fiber at the highest load as a final cycle was chosen to limit the time in tertiary creep
regime. Performing the same experiment 25 times, the averaged experimental results for
Miner was equal to 0.98. It is remarkable that the Miner’s Law and the accumulated damage
criterion (3) are comparable.
Lafitte et al. [21] investigated the fatigue on Kevlar-29 fibres which like UHMWPE are convenient to use in wire and ballistics applications by subjecting Kevlar samples to cyclic loading
as presented in Figure 5. The results showed that Kevlar fibres fail according to two different
mechanisms which are stress amplitude dependent as was also found by Prevoresk and
Lyons for acrylic fibres [12]. For small stress amplitude, Kevlar fibres failed due to creep
mechanisms resulting in longer lifetime compared to static creep results, while for large
stress amplitudes the failure occurred respectively earlier. This accelerated failure due to
cyclic loading could be attributed to the defects in Kevlar fibres which initiate crack propagation. Similar kinematics were also found by Bunsell et al [22] in nylon 66, Nomex and
polyester fibres; however, the failure mechanism was dependent on maximal applied load
rather than amplitude.
As the lifetime prediction for the material is dependent on the actual failure mechanics,
Marikhin [23] investigated the morphology of oriented polymers and discovered that the
increased draw ratio causes the fibrils to be thinner. This confirmed the theory that thinner fibrils contain less defects and thus higher draw ratio leads to stronger fibres. He also
showed that the micro fibrils consist of crystalline and amorphous regions wherein chain
ends and kink bands are found in amorphous regions which justified Ward’s adjustments in
his model [14,15].
Smook et al [24] investigated the strength and the lifetime of UHMWPE at various loading
conditions while electron microscopy and SEM were employed to study the morphology of
the samples. Their results showed that the fracture is initiated at surface imperfections,
such as kink bands. The crack then propagates through the individual fibrils located in
less oriented parts of the fibre, containing trapped entanglements or chain ends according
to the Griffith’s crack propagation condition. Their analysis was confirmed by the fact that
annealing of the sample would not influence the strength of fibres as the chain ends and
entanglements will not be removed upon annealing. Moreover, the results for temperature
below 100◦ C showed that the fracture was caused by a combination of chain scission and the
breakage of lateral bonds. For higher temperatures, creep failure became more dominant
while significant increase in elongation at break was found.
As different loading conditions lead to different failure mechanism, Govaert [25,26] investigated the creep behaviour for oriented UHMWPE, and in particular Dyneema (SK66), fibres
for stress ranging between 200 and 2000MPa and a temperature range of 30-90◦ C. Remarkable was the finding that the stress dependence of the plateau creep rate, in measured
stress range, was better described by power-law relation instead of two-temperature activated Eyring process proposed by Ward [14,15]. Below the 200MPa applied stress, a clear
deviation from the power-law was found. Also time-temperature shifting relation was found
defining the creep rate for SK66 as shown in equation 5
1U
aT (T ) = ex p
Rg




1
1
−
T0
T


(8.6)
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wherein Rg is the gas constant and T0 is the ambient temperature [K ].The value for activation
energy in Arrhenius process was shown to be comparable to the activation energy of the
dielectric α-relaxation assuming diffusion of gauche defects through the crystalline region
with chain slip as failure mechanism. Based on the linear relation of the plateau creep rates
in Arrhenius plots, Govaert applied single temperature activated Arrhenius process to fully
characterize the irreversible deformation in SK66 as shown in equation 6
ε̇ pl = Ca pl (T )σ m

(8.7)

with ε̇ pl being equal to the steady-state creep rate in regime (II), C and m being the dimensionless fit parameters in the power-law equation.
Creep behavior in the newer grade of Dyneema (SK75) was investigated by Vlasblom et al
[27] who performed static creep tests on Dyneema yarn and determined the time to failure (
ttf) and the steady-state creep rate for different loading conditions as shown in Figure 8.20.
As the Dyneema yarn consists of fibers, the exact cross sectional area for applied stress
calculations is not directly measured. Therefore the stress applied can be extracted from
equation 7

Figure 8.20: Measured time at entering regime III (left) and the creep rate (right) of Dyneema
SK75 yarn for different stresses applied and at different temperatures [27].

σ =

Fρ
∗ 107
titer

(8.8)

wherein F being the applied force [N ], ρ is the density of UHMWPE (equal to 980kg/m −3 )
and standard titer being the specific weight of the Dyneema yarn [dtex=1760g/10000m for
SK75].Inspired by results found by Govaert [25,26], Vlasblom implemented the power-law
relation to describe the creep evolution of SK75 yarn. In order to predict the lifetime of the
SK75 yarn, Vlasblom applied an accumulated damage criterion. Knowing the plateau creep
rates and the critical strain from static creep measurements, the time to failure of SK75 was
formulated, as shown in equation 8.
tt f =

εcr
ε̇ pl (σ, T )

(8.9)

with εcr being critical value for accumulated plastic deformation at which polymer will break.As
entering creep regime III defines the failure, the measured critical plastic strain is the strain
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occurring in regime I and II; however, the strain in polymers is based on reversible (delayed)
elastic elongation (regime I) and the time-increasing irreversible plastic deformation (regime
II) as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, for determination of the critical plastic strain, only the
strain occurred in regime II should be taken into account. Remarkable finding by Vlasblom
was the fact that strain at break had its maximum around 600MPa as shown in Figure 8.21
and thus was not constant. This indicates more deformation processes while power-law
relation assumes that only one of the deformation processes leads to actual failure.

Figure 8.21: Strain at break for Dyneema SK75 as a function of applied static stress for
different loading conditions [27].

Janssen [28,29] investigated the creep of Lexan (polycarbonate) during cyclic loading, as
the loading conditions in offshore applications are rarely constant. In his research, he used
single thermally activated Eyring model. Characterizing applied load as a triangular function
with the mean stress being equal to the one from the static creep experiments, as shown
in Figure 8.22a. He then investigated the evolution of plastic strain after one cycle and
compared it to the plastic strain accumulated during the equivalent amount of time for static
creep measurements.
The results shown in Figure 8.22b conclude that the plastic strain which occurred due to
cyclic loading was significant larger than the one from the static creep experiments. The
reason for this is significantly higher creep rate at σ M AX during the cyclic loading compared
to the creep rate during the static experiment. Therefore, the critical strain will be reached
faster for cyclic loading and thus ttf for dynamic creep decreases. Janssen described this
phenomenon in term of the acceleration factor ( acyclic) , as shown in equation 9, which
describes the ratio between the accumulated plastic strain for cycling and equivalent static
loading respectively.
R tcycle
acyclic =

ε̇ pl (σcyclic (τ ))dτ
R tcycle
ε̇ pl (σstatic )dτ
0

0

(8.10)

Implementing other wave forms resulted in accurate determination of ttf for given cyclic loading wherein acyclic was adjusted to represent the proposed wave as shown in Figure 8.23a.
Janssen [28,29] also investigated the influence of the amplitude on the time to failure as
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.22: Representation of one cycle of the triangular shaped cyclic loading (ÏČcyclic )
with the mean stress (ÏČstatic ) (left) and development of plastic strain during one cycle (right)
[28,29].

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.23: Illustration of the influence of the wave form on the fatigue life [28,29] (a) and
applied stress vs lifetime for iPP samples measured for different values of stress amplitude
and frequency in triangular wave [28,29].

shown in Figure 8.23b, as higher amplitude would lead to higher creep rates and thus shorter
lifetime, according to equation 9. The experimental results confirmed shorter lifetime for
cyclic loading with higher amplitude. Figure 8.23b also confirms frequency insensitivity of
the lifetime as long as no heating in the material occurs due to insufficient heat dissipation.
The acceleration factor has also been tested on combined and random signals wherein
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acyclic was adjusted to the form of the wave as shown in equation 10

acyclic =

n
X
ti
∗ ai
t
cycle
i=1

(8.11)

wherein ti and ai are the equivalents of elapsed time and acceleration factor of the given
component of the wave.
The results in Figure 8.24 prove that the acceleration factor is an effective way to represent
the time to failure of polymers for any stress related cyclic loading.

Figure 8.24: The stress signal applied and the stress-ttf results for given complex signals
[28,29].

Finally Boleij [30] and Humeau [31] implemented the acceleration factor method for testing
Dyneema SK75 and SK78 yarn and rope, by representing the dynamic creep as a sine
function with ratio R as showed in Figure 5. Choosing the σ M AX to be equal to the stress
during the static creep experiments the expectation was that the accumulated plastic strain
during one cycle will be smaller than the accumulated strain during the equivalent static
creep measurement. Using power-law correlation between lifetime and applied load, σ M AX
the acceleration factor was shown to be dependent on the stress amplitude rather than the
stress value as shown in equation 11.
Z
acyclic =
0

1



m
1+ R 1− R
+
sin(t) dt
2
2

(8.12)

The model proved to be valid for Dyneema; however, at low stresses the predicted ttf was
lower than the measured values. Moreover, at high stresses the lifetime of polymers is lower
than the predicted one. The reason for this differences were found in threshold for applied
stress at which the material deformation rate will be significantly lower, as was found by
Govaert [25,26] and in viscous heating of the Dyneema fibres due to insufficient dissipation
to the surroundings as discovered by Janssen [28,29].
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8.7.2

Problem definition

This research will contribute to the further understanding of the failure of Dyneema SK75 during more realistic loading conditions. As SK75 yarn was shown to be governed by plasticitycontrolled failure (creep), Miner’s Law, expressed in accumulated damage criterion, should
hold for lifetime prediction of SK75 for any variable loading condition. As the previous research thoroughly investigated the creep behaviour for a cyclic applied load at constant temperature, the aim of this research will focus on temperature dependency of Dyneema SK75.
Performed dynamic experiments will vary in magnitude, frequency and wave-form of applied
stress (100-1400MPa) and temperature (70-100◦ C). From results obtained, an extension on
already existing approach, based on acceleration factor, will be performed to compensate for
temperature variations. This will result in acceleration factor being both stress and temperature dependent.

8.7.3

Research plan

First of all, the data for static creep experiments found in literature [27] [32] is verified in order
to provide reliable basis for predicting lifetime for SK75 yarn for variable loading conditions.
Therefore static creep experiments were performed for 70◦ C, 85◦ C and 100◦ C in order to provide reliable parameters necessary such as C, m and 1U . Also the approach of acceleration
factor is validated by implementation of square, triangular and sine wave for dynamic loading
conditions. Variation in constant temperature as well in R-ratio are implemented to confirm
the approach for all cases. For square wave power-law acceleration factor compensating for
cyclic loading as described by Boleij [19,20] defined equation 20 was used.
1
aaccs q p ower = (1 + R m )
2

(8.13)

The applied σ M AX or σ M I N was then held for 60seconds with 10seconds transition from one
to another load condition. The R ratio was chosen to be 0.5 and 0.1 while σ M AX was equal
to the static creep load. The temperature was chosen to be 70◦ C. As it is not convenient to
apply pure square wave as dynamic loading due to high stress gradients at the transitions,
applied cyclic loading was adjusted wherein a transition is represented by a half of triangle.
The block signal covers thus 120 seconds of the total signal while the transitions take 20
seconds. For triangular wave the following acceleration was used as defined in equation 22
[21].
aacct ri p ower =

R ( m + 1) − 1
(m + 1)(R − 1)

(8.14)

The triangular wave was represented by transition from σ M AX to σ M I N and back in 60 seconds. The R-ratio was chosen to be 0.5 and the experiments were performed at temperatures 70◦ C and 100◦ C. The influence of the temperature is extensively investigated as it is
the main goal of this research. For this purpose static creep experiments were performed in
stress range of 400-800MPa, while the temperature was linearly increased (or decreased)
from 70◦ C to 100◦ C. Theoretical acceleration factor, as shown in equation 23, is numerically
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calculated in respect to the constant temperature (100◦ C) as shown in Appendix A1 and the
experimental results are compared to the theoretical lifetime prediction.
R tt fstatic
0

acyclic T = R
tt f static
0

ex p



ex p



1U
Rg



1U
Rg



1
T0
1
T0

−
−

1



Tcyclic
1
Tstatic



dt
(8.15)

dt

Due to heating/(passive) cooling limitations of the oven the increase/decrease should take at
least 15min to ensure linear input. The influence of temperature is also extended by applying
cyclic (triangular) variation in temperature between 70◦ C and 100◦ C. As temperature is expressed in K in the equation, R-ratio would be rather high. Therefore, the acceleration factor
for cyclic temperature will be related to the Tstatic measurements at temperature being equal
to Tm ean rather than TM AX . Cyclic temperature investigation will include cyclic temperature
applied for different stresses, the effect of amplitude on acceleration factor, the influence of
the mean temperature on the acceleration factor and the effect of duration of one cycle on
acceleration factor. Similar to linear increase/decrease experiments, acceleration factors are
determined and the experimental results are compared to theoretical predictions. Finally,
cyclic variation in temperature and loading applied will be performed in order to confirm the
improved acceleration factor. If enough time, the approach will be validated for SK78 and
DM20.

8.7.4

Methods

The experiments were performed on Zwick Roell Z010 machine, as shown in Figure 8.25,
employed with XForce HP Zwick Roell 10kN load cell and two fully pneumatic parabolic
clamps to reduce the stress at the clamps which might lead to material failure. Also a cylindrical oven employed with two type âĂŸKâĂŹ thermocouples with measurement range of
-40◦ C - +750◦ C and a controller are used in order to control and register variating temperature conditions. Furthermore, the samples will be âĂIJmilkedâĂİ prior to performing any
experiment in order to align the fibres in the yarn as described in [30].
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Figure 8.25: Zwick Roell Z010 machine used for performed experiments. As can be seen
the oven is already employed while the sample goes right through it.

8.7.5

Project planning

Date

Performed experiments

Additive task

3 April 2018

Start project

Start project

April

Static and cyclic creep experiments at constant temperature (validation)

May

Static creep experiments
with linearly increased temperature + corresponding
measurements of cyclic
creep at constant T

June

Static creep experiments
with sine variating temperature + corresponding
measurements of cyclic
creep at constant T

Data analysis for performed experiments, validation with results from literature, possible explanations for different results
Data analysis for performed experiments, formulation of acceleration factor for temperature variation, possible
explanations for different results and
implementation in model (model finetuning)
Data analysis for performed experiments, formulation of acceleration factor for temperature variation, possible
explanations for different results and
implementation in model (model finetuning)

1st of July
- 15th offor variable
Long term
experiments
55 Lifetime
prediction
loading
conditions for Ultra-High-Molecular-Weight
Polyethylene
July
(UWMWPE).
16th of July - 15th Cyclic creep experiments Data analysis for performed experiof August
with cyclic variating tempera- ments, formulation of acceleration facture
tor for temperature variation, possible
explanations for different results and

Technische Universiteit Eindhoven University of Technology
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